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ABSTRACT
The analysis mainly deals with the processing of the qualitative data that is collected from the secondary method. The data analysis process involves collecting the qualitative data pertaining to the concept of globalization and mass communication. In accordance with the literature review, the data analysis would be analyzing the concept of globalization in light of Islam and its teachings. The data analysis would mainly be analyzing the literature obtained from the past research, news article and website. The data analysis would be mainly looking for the concept of globalization and mass communication and its significance in light of the Islam perspective. Hence the analysis technique is content analysis. The article mainly focused on the contemporary academic and media approach toward different modules of mass communication. The integration of the philosophical legacy of antiquity in the Islamic world was a major enabling factor in the use of philosophical tradition among Muslim intellectuals. It gave rise to figures such as al-Farabi, Ibn Sina (Avicenna), Ibn Rushd (Averroes), and others, who became well-known to mediaeval Europe as philosophers, commentators and exponents of the classical tradition going back to Plato and Aristotle. The public discourse of 'adab, grounded in philosophical and moral language and concerns, represents a significant part of the cosmopolitan heritage of ethics in Islam and reflects efforts to reconcile religiously and scripturally derived values with an intellectually and morally based ethical foundation. The Muslim philosophical tradition of ethics is therefore doubly significant: for its value in continuing and enhancing classical Greek philosophy and for its commitment to synthesizing Islam and philosophical thought.
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Research methodology

The data collection method refers to the strategy adopted for collecting the data. The data collection entails the secondary and primary method where, secondary sources refer to collecting the second hand and used information, and primary refers to collecting the first-hand information. The nature of these methods varies the research instrument also varies at large, where for the secondary research method more emphasis is placed on gathering the existing data or information. This method mainly relies on the company websites, annual reports, news article, trade association and previous research studies. In comparison for the primary research methods, the aims are collecting the first-hand information therefore the research study commonly relies on conducting depth interviews, questionnaire, and focus group.

This research, in particular, opts for the secondary methods where data is gathered from the previous research study, case study, and news article. The data would be pertaining to the concept of globalization and mass communication in accordance with the Islam perspective.

Introduction of Globalization

The concept of globalization has become a universal phenomenon which facilitated technological advancement, the development of the cross-exchange cultural and exchange of the trade. Globalization is defined as a process by which the societies and communities across the globe exchange and integrate the culture, economic and political prospects. Previous research studies reveal that it is through globalization by which the world economy collectively has become globalized where interdependent production and consumption happens. The emergence of the globalization happened in 1938 where the concept actually got recognition. Some of the positive side and aspect of the globalization are recognized as the facilitation of the foreign direct investment (FDI). Through globalization, developed and developing economics benefit out of each other’s expertise and compete on the international and recognized level such as the foreign exchange market.

Some of the most interesting features are the shared consumption across the globe, most importantly the technology used in the production is internationally standardized, and the idea is a common property of the whole of humanity.

Overview of Mass Communication and the modern Muslim world

Basically, mass communication comes under the umbrella of information and communication systems and it is defined as the communication of information from an individual, large or small group of people, or a small corporation to a large group of assorted and mysterious people. Moreover, the most
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commonly used channels for communication are the print media, radio, social media and television. From these channels currently, social media is a more influential channel of communication-related to mass communication. In this contemporary world, technology plays a key role in the modernization of the media. Therefore, societies have normally required an efficient and effective means to spread and communicate the information. Hence, mass communication is comprehended to be an extension of this basic need. It can be defined as the public transfer of the information through the technology and media-driven channels to a huge number of beneficiaries. Through this people can easily recognize the numerous types of mass communication on which people depend on in their personal, professional and academic lives. These incorporate interactive media, print, visual, and majorly the other channels of social media. A modern Muslim is normally a Muslim. Moreover, any Muslim is destined to obey the ways of their society in terms of the culture, food and clothing. On the other side, currently, a Muslim must go to an educational institute, learn about the secular studies, and normally deal with the society, which in turn to be better for every people.

A global perspective of Mass communication

The international perspective of the mass communication denotes to the entrance, reception, dissemination and interchange of information and data on a global scale. Moreover, this majorly occurs through the internet along with the networks of different modern computers through which exchange of information occurs. There is quite a difference in the conventional and modern media of communication, therefore, the mass media are seen currently as performing a major role in increasing globalization, expediting exchange of the culture together with the multiple flows of image and information amongst the countries via global news broadcasts, television programming, music, film and modern technologies.

In the previous period of time, particularly prior to 1990s, mainstream systems of mass communication in developed nations of the globe were comparatively domestic in the scope, since the major communication media have become progressively global, encompassing their influence afar the nation-state to defeat and target the audiences globally. Moreover, the global flows of the information have largely been supported by the growth of the international capitalism, modern shifting societal expectations for advocacy and public good.
technologies and enhancing commercialization of international television, which has transpired as a result of the deregulation rules and policies implemented by the numerous countries in the US and Europe in direction to allow the explosion of satellite and cable channels. On the global level, mass communication performs a key role in developing the various communication channels and maintaining communication across the globe through their effective channels. This is because the development of the communication is a superior and strong area within the mass communication field and its emphasis on the usage of tools and techniques of mass communication for improvement of the socio-economic conditions in the emerging countries. In direction to comprehend the role of development of mass communication at the global level and the procedure of its development, it has been analyzed that there is a requirement of systematic comprehension of the development and communication of two procedures that are devoted by their nature when depicted in the association to their environment and others within the environment.

Over the last 40 years, the initiation and beginning of the wireless communication and internet have transferred the procedure of communication in the society at the greater extend which is from the mass communication to the more interactive and interesting self-mass communication. In addition, this transformation and conversion in self-mass communication have participated conclusively to change the procedures related to social change. Power and strong associations have always relied on the control of information and communication that forage the neural networks which are constituent of the human mind.

Concept of Mass communication in Islam

The communication is the most significant element to humanity which cannot exist or survive without the vigorous channels of communication. Islam is the religion which is majorly based on the communication, and then in similarity to any religion, is confronting various challenges to progress and amend to innovativeness and is specific to the cultural and economic power and struggle of a dominant west. On the other side, there is an increasing interest in Islam and the adherents’ of Islam have been enhanced everywhere. On the other hand, there is a growing interest in Islam and the adherents’ numbers have been increased everywhere.

The most significant function of conveying cultural values and religious beliefs to the modern youth and young generation was executed by parents, the educational institutes, friends, elderly associates of the family before the

beginning of the technology\textsuperscript{18}. In contrast, in this era of technology, philosophies of life together with the values of the culture and other significant measures and beliefs are created, conveyed, regulated to the modern generation via the media and mass communication. Similarly, in the process, the most used channels of mass communication are majorly used for transmitting the information\textsuperscript{19}. Therefore, in this certain manner, the role of teachers, parents and scholars is significantly vanished by social media and mass communication.

The basic purpose that the world is rotating in which the individuals are belonging to the various religions, cultures and values and the countries confessing the same kind of ideologies of the life, and everyday life in general. The contemporary technology is used in normal routine in the educational institutes for providing more impactful teaching and sharing the Islamic values. Moreover, Information Technology (IT) and mass media make it quite easy for the individual to access the data and information related to any subject in the globe. For the communication of that particular data, still, the mass communication is used to communicate from one person to another and one person to many. In addition, there are various channels which offering the awareness of Islam such as news and Islamic channel websites and magazines are providing great services\textsuperscript{20}.

**Significance of Mass communication in Islam**

Though the mass communication is considered to be a westernized invention, it has played an important role in transmitting the religion, belief, and values, essentially to the younger generation that is recognized as millennial. The most important and significant purpose of mass communication is recognized as helping to preach Islamic teaching and the Islamic doctrine of peace and love. Many of the researchers are of the opinion that the mass of communication serves the better purpose of facilitating the knowledge and its transmission. As addressing the fact that mass communication is modern technology, it mainly is significant in communicating Islam as the advance and modern technology that better helps in translating the Arabic language to the native language. This better helps in communicating and preaching the values and teaching of Islam.

It is also revealed that mass communication also helps in clarifying the image of Islam. It also lets the Islamic scholar communicate Islamic teaching though numerous channels, magazines and websites. Concentrating on the importance of mass communication simply helps in attracting and pursuing people to Islam. The better purpose modern technologies serve is it letting anyone access the information and better help in developing the education system. As revealing the role of mass communication and mass media, the common most example is the Peace TV that is playing an important role in clarifying the
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image of Islam and supports in educating about Islam. As considering the important phenomena of the globalization that is cross-cultural integration, mass communication helps in translating the message of Islam and its teaching. Considering the scenario before the globalization, the Islamic literature was not easily available and only the interpretation by the local scholar was available but now books of different Islam scholar across the globe are easily accessible. The research reveals that the media is playing an integral and important role to spread Islam and educating the younger generations.21

The Role of Mass Communication & Globalization in Global Islamic Perspective

This study has a different background which is associated with mass communication and modern Islamic perspective. Therefore, the major focus of this research is related to the role of mass communication in the global Islamic perspective. The justification of this research is that in previous studies, there are not many studies which are defining the ideology of Islam and the role of Islamic education. Therefore, this research is to provide the solutions to aware the people about Islam with the positive impact of mass communication. In contrast, there is a negative influence of mass communication is also defined in the research. Moreover, self-mass communication plays an important role in the development of mass communication by adding various innovative and modern channels in mass communication. In addition, the more important element that has an impact on disclosure to the organization of family in which the crucial mass media messages are the education, kind of place of residence, the status of employment and participation of females in the development groups.

Findings

The mass communication along with the other media observed today are observed in significant growth in the globe. As currently, it is performing the important role in increasing the globalization, enabling the exchange of the culture together with the various flows of exchange in information and image amongst the countries across the globe news broadcast, modern technologies and programming on televisions etc.22. There are various aspects through which people can exchange information related to Islam which is mainly through the effective mediums of social media. It helps to eradicate problems related to the awareness related to the ideology of Islam in the people23.

Conclusion

The other aspects are related to that by enabling the dynamic world space the globalization of media discourses are required. Therefore, the emerging communication media and mass communication have produced a different and innovative structure of the action and contemporary ways of social relations and


interactions. It directs to the most difficult reordering of the patterns which are associated with the human interaction in the space. By adding the time with space then in the 20\textsuperscript{th} century, it results in enhance in the public space. Currently, the difference is that the globalization is different and it is treated as the globalization of the communications and media information companies\textsuperscript{24}.

The reason of this is because this type of large firms are apprehensive with the significant development and growth, which means that they must create the associations with the other individuals and other powerful states in the globe. Hence, the decisive element that participated in the enlargement of globalization is unquestionably the media\textsuperscript{25}. In contrast to this, recently media has taken a magnitude by taking support and making usage of channels of mass communication that has never met before. Similarly, the internet, access to the press in the information and remaining all individuals, by not considering what type of information they access and communicate. This sort of growth added an additional value to the development of mass communication in the globe\textsuperscript{26}. The transition towards what Marshall Hodgson has termed the `Islamic ate' civilization marked two types of moral and intellectual beginnings. Both derived their inspiration from Islam's foundational texts and the unfolding of self-reflexive rational processes. The first involved, on the part of the early Muslims, a shift from a pre-Islamic Arab culture bound primarily by local, oral tradition, to one based on a revealed text, whose preservation and recording, in Arabic, created the conditions for the emergence of a new Islamic culture, based on the Qur'an and incorporating and extending the monotheistic imperative reflected in Judaism and Christianity. The second 'beginning' was influenced in part by the translation into Arabic and study of works of ancient philosophy, medicine and the sciences (to a lesser extent including those of ancient Iran and India). The moral discussions and intellectual forces that emerged from the juxtaposition and integration of these into fresh beginnings, facilitated to a certain extent by the presence of Jewish and Christian scholars, stimulated a concern for how moral and religious perspectives could be reconciled with intellectual modes of inquiry.
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